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Herbert Philbrick, FBI Hero
Speaks On Campus Wednesday
11:00 CLASSES DISMISSED
FOR CONSERVATORY PROGRAM
By ROSALIND ANTI
Herbert Philbrick, citizen, "Communist" and counterspy, is a

ol. 55

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

inforth Group
Announces Grad
:ollowship Aid

Othello Leads Draw Praise
By TOM CLOUD

ELIOPOULOS, ACHTERBERG,
BEATTIE — three very talented
and capable drama majors have
The Danforth Foundation in- brought to Pacific Theatre a tri
ites applications for the seventh umphant and memorable per
formance of William Shakess (1958) of Danforth Gradu$e Fellows from college senior
-®en and recent graduates who
:ffe preparing themselves for a
ifereer of college teaching and
are planning to enter graduate
iehool in September, 1958, for
In preparation for their first
aieir first year of graduate debate at Sacramento State Col
itudy.
lege this weekend, the debate
:\ The Foundation will accept ap team participated in a practice
plicants from the areas of natur- debate at Stockton College on
tl and biological sciences, social October 25. There were 22 debate
jciences, humanities, and all teams .from six colleges present
lelds of specialization to be at the practice debate.
| pund in the undergraduate colThe largest COP debate team
| ; !ge.
in many years, 26 members will
make the trip to Sacramento for
: FAN BETZ NOMINATES
* Academic Vice President Lloyd their first debate of the year. The
. Bertholf has named Dean Ed- debate will be sponsored by the
'ard Betz as the liaison officer N o r t h e r n C a l i f o r n i a F o r e n s i c
nominate to the Danforth Association, of which Pacific is
(foundation up to three candi- a member.
ites for these 1958 fellowships,
Fifteen colleges from North
ese appointments are funda ern California will debate the
mentally "a relationship of en- topic: Resolved: That the re
i ouragement" through the years quirements of membership in a
f graduate study, carrying a labor organization as a condition
; romise of financial aid within of employment should be illegal.
rescribed conditions as there
Leading Pacific's debaters will
; lay be need.
be five members returning from
The maximum annual grant for last year's team: Don Duns, Den
ingle Fellows is $1400 plus tui- nis Day, Bob Bersi, Jean Avery,
< on and fees charged to all grad a n d L o r i s B r i n g e l s o n . A l l o f
ate students; for married Fel- them placed high in the national
: >ws, $2400 plus tuition and fees debate tournament last year.
harged to all graduate students
1th an additional stipend of $350
t )r children. Students with or
ART CLASS NEEDS
i nthout financial need are invited
MALE MODEL
P apply.

TEAM DEBATES
AT SACRAMENTO

I^THER SCHOLARSfflPS
A Danforth Fellow is allowed
carry other scholarship apintments, such as Rhodes, Fuliright, Woodrow Wilson, Marall, etc., concurrently with his
anforth Fellowship; and appliants for these appointments are
ordially invited to apply at the
ame time for a Danforth Fellow/ hip. If a man receives the Danorth appointment together with
Rhodes Scholarship, Fulbright
Scholarship, or Woodrow Wilson
'ellowship, he becomes a Danorth Fellow without stipend- unil these other relationships are
ompleted.
Clarence Irving, COP class of
957, is now at Stanford on a
)anforth Fellowship.

JUALIFICATIONS
The qualifications of the canlidates as listed in the announcenent from the Foundation are
mtstanding
academic ability,
lersonality congenial to the classtoom, and integrity and charac:er, including serious inquiry
vithin the Christian tradition.
All applications, including the
•ecommendations, must be com
pleted by January 31, 1958. Any
•tudent wishing further informa
tion should contact Dean Betz.

NOVEMBER 1, 1957 — No. 8 man who, according to TIME Magazine, "postponed his own life,

speare's immortal tragedy,
"Othello."
Eliopoulos, in the star role as
Othello, is almost flawless in his
characterization. He stands erect,
and is always distinguished from
the rest of the cast. In the begin
ning of the play, he moves about
like "a stately god," and acts in
a similar fashion — until suspi
cion, hatred, and jealousy creep
into his mind — destroying for
the audience the illusion of his
piety and incapacity to human
frailities. Once lowered to the
status of a mortal, he proves him
self just another man, beset by
one of life's domestic tragedies.

A STRONG OTHELLO
The compassion and depth of
Eliopoulos's heart-stirring voice,
along with his powerfully dynam
ic body movements, make him
above everything else a very con
vincing and "strong" Othello, who
is constantly searching his soul
for the cause of his mental tor
ment. To Ted Eliopoulos, goes
unlimited praise for having given
to Pacific-Theatre-goers a per
formance of superb quality.
Jim Achterberg proves that
only a brilliant actor could play
so well as he did, the role of Iago.
The reading of his lines demands
not only slippery speed and com
prehension, but enough clarity
so that the audience is able to
catch the racy, villainous cun
ning of this sinuous man. This
is perhaps "the" most difficult
role in the entire play.
However, there are definite
spots where Achterberg does lose
his audience! Melvin Bennett of
the Stockton Record attributes
this to "the running-together-of
Serious-minded figure drawing words so much that the impor
class is in desperate need of a tant content is lost." This to an
male model. You need not be extent is a valid criticism.
Rock Hudson to qualify, as char
acter and any physical body will MINOR CRITICISM
But it is only a minor criti
fulfill our needs. We now believe
we can draw the female form and cism. Achterberg is so unique in
would like to try the male. Pay? the charm and manner in which
oh, yes — 85c per hour. Time — he shows wickedness to the "nth"
Monday and Wednesdays, 1 to 4. degree, that it is hardly neces
Please contact Mr. Washburn, sary that every word be caught
(Continued on Page 3)
Art Center, 101.

STUDENTS FROM 14 LANDS ATTEND GOP
Students from all over the Uni
ted States and the world have
come to Pacific to take advantage
of the educational opportunities
offered by the school.
At COP there are two students
from Turkey, three from Alaska,
10 from the Philippines, two from
Mexico, two from Japan, three
from Canada, and 12 from Ha
waii. Egypt, Venezuela, Leban
on, Brazil, Saudi Arabia, and the
Netherlands each have one repre
sentative.
Twenty-five states are repre
sented on the Pacific campus.
Four students hail from Wash
ington, two from Montana, seven
from New York, two from Neb
raska, three from New Jersey,

and three from Oregon. There
are two students from Arizona,
five from Ohio, two from North
Carolina, three from Idaho, six
from Illinois, and 15 from Neva
da. States with one representa
tive are Texas, Maryland, South
Dakota, Connecticut, Massachu
setts, Iowa, Colorado, Delaware,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Wyoming,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.
T h e largest number o f fulltime students from one single
county in California are 122 stu
dents from San Joaquin County.
Placing second is Los Angeles
County with 106 students. Close
behind are Alameda County with
96 and Contra Costa County with
93.

liberty and pursuit of happiness, to get to the bottom of the great
communist conspiracy in the U.S."
Philbrick, who speaks here on Wednesday, November 6, at the
President's Convocation, made*one of the greatest sacrifices a
man can make, devoting n i n e
years of his life in this danger
ous triple role. In order that all
students will have an opportun
ity to hear him, 11 o'clock classes
will not meet.
The decision to go underground
as a Communist while working as
an FBI counterspy was a diffi
cult one- for Philbrick to make
back in 1940. He was a young
advertising executive o n t h e
threshold of a fine career, and,
recently married, he was active
in community and church af
fairs.
Despite the tug of family re
sponsibility and community loy
alty, Philbrick had a sound sense
o f patriotic responsibility. H e
knew he could be of immeasur
able service to his country in
HERBERT PHILBRICK
working from within the ranks
of the Communists, and he took times when he feared that the
"sheer power of the party lead
the fateful step.
ers with whom I worked would
TWO-WAY DANGER
When he did, he knew that at break my will, and I would ac
any moment his Communist af tually become a Communist."

filiation might be detected and
that he could be arrested for
"subversive" activities. He could
expect no recognition or h e l p
from the FBI if it did happen,
and there would be no exit. His
career would end and his family
would be in disgrace.
On the other hand, he was
constantly being spied on by the
Communists, and his house was
frequently under surveillance. If
the Communists discovered h e
was a counterspy, he was certain
his life would be in danger. He
took out all the insurance he
could carry and hoped for the
best.
Physically, the burden o f h i s
triple role was heavy. After a
day at work, Philbrick had to
spend long hours, at Communist
cell meetings, planning, writing
pamphlets, and listening to end
less indoctrination lectures. When
he finally was able to go home,
he spent hours hidden in an at
tic room, writing detailed reports
to the FBI.
WIFE HELPS
Philbrick points with pride to
his wife who stood by him
through the nine-year o r d e a l .
"She is living proof that a woman
can keep a secret," he says. With
the exception of the FBI, Eva
Philbrick was the only other per
son who knew all about her hus
band's activities. With immense
courage, she supported her hus
band as he became more deeply
involved in Communist activity.
About her role in the ordeal,
J. Edgar Hoover wrote to Mrs.
Philbrick that her husband's vic
tories "were undoubtedly attrib
utable in no small part to the
additional responsibilities assum
ed by you and to your loyal and
faithful devotion to (your hus
band) and to your country."
Even with such strong support,
the strain of the three identities
sometimes made Philbrick feel
like a schizophrenic. There were

TRIAL TESTIMONY
Eyen after he could relinquish
his roles as Communist a n d
counterspy, following his testi
mony in the trial of the 11 top
U.S. Reds in 1949, it was some
months until he and his family
could settle down to a new life.
Notes and threats of retaliation
poured in to him and for several
months the entire family was
under FBI protection.
Now the Philbricks live in a
suburb of New York City. They
have five daughters "aged four
to fourteen, all blonde, and each
with her own distinct personal
ity." Recently a son was added
to the family. Philbrick now has
time and the peace of mind to
indulge in his hobby, photo
graphy, and to play his Ham
mond organ, an enthusiasm
shared by his wife and daughters.
LECTURE TOUR
Although he has rendered his
country one of its greatest ser
vices, Philbrick continues to give
of his time and energy in the
fight against Communism. One
of the most important, in his
opinion, is his lectures in which
he can warn Americans how to
recognize the Communists and
detect their infiltration into in
nocent groups.

KJOY CARRIES
COP GAMES
Radio station KJOY is the local
station which broadcasted last
week's COP-Cincinnati, and this
week wiU carry the Tiger-War
rior game from Milwaukee, Wis
consin. Last week's edition of
the Weekly erroneously stated
another local station would carry
the game. KJOY has broadcast
the COP games for the past sev
eral years.
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PACIFIC PRODUCES
RELIGIOUS FILMS

by g e o r g e .

Dr. Frank Lindhorst of the Re
ligious Education Department
has produced a "3 disc" slide
film story and a new inexpensive
Published every Fridoy during the College yeor by the Pocific Student Association, projector for church schools and
entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, ot the Post Office, Stockton, California
classes that, because of insuffi
undue the Act of March 3, 1879.
cient funds, have been unable to
Editor
...Wes Brown purchase slide film equipment
Assistant Editor
...Joan Ulrich
The pilot kit will sell at a price
Business Manager
John Boston
Managing Editor
Salvador Cortes considerably lower than that of
Society Editors
Jan Gaston, Joan Bender the familiar 35 millimeter film
Circulation Editor.
—.
—
Rosemary Eggen
strip and projector.
Columnists
Bob Bersi, George Fasel, Linda McKinnon, Richard Elliot, Tom Cloud
The film strips feating the 16
Sports Editors
Stevie Chase, Ed Sowash
Faculty
Dr. Osborne
, Adviser
-• „..
—
....
~
nr.
usDorne millimeter film disc have as their
Reporters
...
Virginia Sprout, Suzanne Bestor, Mary Ann Drysdale, s u b j e c t s , " T e a c h i n g C h i l d r e n
Jack Marden, Richard Bateson, Marian Duncan, Richard Bass, Ed Schwartz,
About God in the Home," "Sea
David Towell, Gary Kaufman, Patricia Soule, Ernest Roberson, Henry Wal
lace, Paul Kaufman, Donalyn Campbell, Norman Bass, Valerie White, Rosa s o n s o f P a l e s t i n e , " " T h e L o s
lind Anti, Caroline Jamieson, Jean McGuire, Robert Nielebeck, Ellie Niles, Coin," "Daily Work in Palestine,
Thelma Jackson, Martha Metzler, David Klurmon, Sid Smith, Bill Embry' and "The Birth of the Savior."
Dave Davis, Steve Forrell.
The pilot project kit, consisting
MULDOWNEY
PRINTING CO.
of a lightweight projector, a
screen, and five film stories, was
developed by the Radio and Film
Commission o f the Southern
California-Arizona Conference of
Today's college students have been labeled "the silent the Methodist Church.

(Fasel, that is)

THE BIGGEST GOBLIN OF On the other hand, con
THEM ALL ran a few days ahead the possibility that a little
of schedule this past week, roar might do more good for the
ing through the city of Stockton
and paving the way for Hallow ily than some material com
ity.
een.
He struck deep into the hearts AND YET, WHAT OF TH
of the poor people of our city, PEOPLE who flock to see
and likewise deep into their poc heavenly jack-o-lantern. Do
ketbooks. He spoke in pear- really find solace in religion
shaped tones of faith and its pow does it play a role in their
ers. He told how he could trans to the extent that it should'
mit his own burning faith to his
Or do these people stroll
audience—for a few alms, natur the stuffy tent to have some
ally. But nevertheless, faith, a do their work for them? Ins
wonderful thing. It even heals of loving the Deity themsi
Sure.
do they go there looking
This hob-goblin in angel's something for nothing (well,
garb is, without a doubt, a public exactly nothing — remember
speaker of no small merit. He night every week the cont
can whip a crowd into a shiver tions go for the upkeep of
ing mass which he holds shame and his family)?
lessly in the palm of his hand.
NOT THE RELIGIOUS S
He fortifies their humble lives THAT WE PROBABLY SHO
generation." We have been called "a generation without a
with a little short-term hope, BE, we nevertheless feel
protest." Adults see us as narrow in our outlook, material Marine Corps Team
that is, if they can afford it.
religion comes from the inc
istic in our values, and apathetic to conditions in the world
THIS RELIGIOUS TRICK-OR- ual, and is not to be injected
To
Visit
Campus
around us. We observe the world with the dulled senses of
TREATER even went so far as to him like an expensive nar<
a "no-doze" hangover, acutely aware that something is hap The US Marine Corps Officer grace our fair campus with his Otherwise, it loses its powei
pening, but unable to relate those happenings to ourselves.
Procurement Team from San sacred form and silver-tongued course, once in a while the p
How valid is this criticism? Do our elders really have Francisco will be on campus No oratory. He explained in muddled needs to be primed a little,
a case against us, or are they reading into today's students vember 4 and 5 from 9:00 until tones his rags to riches story and that doesn't mean you stuff
3:30 and will be located at the the purpose of his maudlin cru bursting with stagnant wat
the faults of their own lives? Unfortunately, both are true. End Zone.
sade.
P.S. — A NOTE TO
Our critics are justified in their claims against us, but the Major Charles R. Stephenson
His meetings remind one of a MAINTENANCE MEN AB
same criticism may be applied to the generation of those and Captain W. G. Crocker will football rally cross-bred with a
THE HORRIBLE ST RE I
who criticize.
be available at the above times witch-doctor's council. And the
AND HOW THEY NEED
First, let us examine three cases in point that validate to interview men interested in disgusting part about it is, he ING. Maintenance men — r
enrolling in one of the Marine "in
streets are horrible. Fix tl
the criticism of this generation. On our campus this week college" training programs that seems to get results.
The results, though, bear some Please.
was one of the outstanding Negro leaders of the present leads to a commission as second
scrutiny. One side says that the
civil rights struggle, Maynard Catchings. Opportunities were lieutenant in the Marine Corps dollar or two he extracts from
Reserve.
provided to meet and discuss with him the personal implica
the lower class families who sub
tions of this struggle. About four students availed themselves The Platoon Leaders Class and scribe to his medieval doctrines
of the opportunity. However, notices sent to our faculty Platoon Leaders Class (Aviation) should be put toward a decent
are open to freshmen and sopho
received a similar response; about four professors attended mores. These programs are draft meal for that family, or a pair
of shoes, or some toothpaste.
the discussions.
deferable and require no drills
Secondly, last week Oral Roberts attended a luncheon or military classes during the
upstairs in the Y to which students were invited. Here was school year. The student receives
a truly controversial figure of national renown present to his training at the Marine Corps
schools a t Quantico, Virginia,
speak and answer questions regarding his work. A liberal during two six-week summer
estimate of those attending would be 100. No more than training courses. Upon successful
five faculty members were present.
completion of these courses and
Thirdly, in a recent exam given in the history and graduation from college, the
political science department, two-thirds of the class of over trainee is commissioned and or
dered to active duty.
tifty were unable to identify "sputnik." How blind can we Aviation candidates go through
be, that we sleep through the birth of the era of space travel! the same program but receive
Small consolation it should be that our adults are no their flight tests during the sum
less apathetic. According to Mr. Catchings, the majority of mer training period and u p o
graduation are commissioned and
people m Arkansas have expressed no opinion on the struggle
ordered t o Pensacola, Florida
within their state. They would as soon see it settled one way for flight training.
as another! At the moment their silence gives approval to All interested Stockton College
the federal government's action. Any other solution would students are asked to inquire at
this time, also.
receive a similar silent consent.

EDITORIAL

Three reasons for these facts come to mind. One, we
are ignorant of what goes on around us. Two, we don't TEACHING COUNCIL
care what goes on around us. Three, we don't think we are MEETS AT YOSEMITE
personally involved in what goes on around us. All three According to Dr. J. Marc Jant
are the result of one attitude, apathy!
zen, the California Council on
This criticism can not be denied. Its validity will be
born out in that ninety-nine percent of those who have read
this much of the editorial will turn to "Dear Addy" and
think no more of what has been said here.

HUNGRY?
Try the END ZONE

NOTHING BUT THE BEST

Teacher Education will meet in
Yosemite from October 31 to No
vember 2. Those attending will be
Dr. Jantzen, Dean of the School
of Education; Dr. Lloyd King, Di
rector of Elementary Education;
Dr. Carl Lang, Director of Sec
ondary Education; and Dr. Ken
neth Lewis, assistant Professor
of Elementary Education.
Dr. Jantzen is also the state
chairman for the committee of
the Relations of Junior Colleges
to Teacher Education. This com
mittee has been working for four
years on this project.

'The question is, WHAT did you study four hours a day

in Milwaukee?"

BOOKS

including the best paperbacks

GREETING CARDS

the chuckle variety

SOCIAL STATIONERY

plain and ft

COME BROWSE AROUND

THE BOOKMARK
2103 PACIFIC AVE.
— FREE PARKING

HO 6 -
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OM WHERE I S I T . . .
By BERSI

Othello Draws Praise
(Continued from Page 1)

ATHLETIC C0HTR0L
BOARD EXPLAINED

This place was like a cemetery last weekend. There were a few
a tered cars on the streets, tightly locked, signifying that their and understood. Achterberg, with
Working behind the scenes in
viers had probably gone home with someone else — almost like his rare talent—just by being on the athletic department of COP is
~~-j-istmas vacation, except no Santa Claus. Funny though, Mr. Claus the stage — with the move of the Board of Athletic Control.
s;«Maged to drop a few early presents on Oregon U„ Stanford, and his hand, a twist of his head, and
The board regulates intercol
I h Forty-Niner groups. I wonder why we were left out. The man a sneer on his face — makes legiate athletics on the campus,
n :he radio said it was snowing, too. Oh well .
which entails passing all sched
f Item One — Sequel to a slob: By now most of us have forgotten one certain that Achterberg is
ules set up by Athletic Director
as
Iago
was
.
.
.
h, Tommy Tiger incident. Fortunately, the courts have not. That
Jack "Moose" Myers, and ap
£ sn0 "funny-man" who led the assault on Tom, received his sen- Tricia Beattie portrays beau proving all nights, such as Band
I
the other day: One hundred dollars fine, complete payment of tifully the suffering Desdemona Night and Press Night. The
Jldamages incurred, and a two-year probation, in which time he Her graceful poise and move committee works closely with
ti; not even smell the cork. His only comment, "I just wanted a ments, along with her excellent Coach Myers on all athletic prob
o.renir."
diction of voice, show her to be lems which arise during the
He should have bought a program.
already a highly skilled and school year. .
Item Two — Indian country: Went down to Stanford last d r a m a t i c a c t r e s s . W h e n s h e
Dr. Cobb is the chairman of
,> xsday. Spent the whole day looking around the campus, talking s h o w s h e r s t e a d f a s t l o y a l t y a n d the Board of Athletic Control,
bii-i student body prexy Jim Messinger, and the Dean of the Grad- love to Othello, she shows it not while the student representatives
ta : School of Business, C. A. Pederson. Quite a school. They could only in her talented voice and are Bob Bersi and Glen Davidson.
is,' a paint job though, other than that sandstone-tan that seems beautiful body, but also in her B o b B e r s i w a s a p p o i n t e d l a s t
c prevail everywhere. They've got a new coach yell that was poignant facial expressions. year by the Senate, and Glen
e,,ly in vogue up at the UCLA game. It went something like:
There is a great deal of sincerity Davidson was appointed at the
Lets —
in her acting, which makes her beginning of this year.
i
Lets Chuck —
not only a very lovely, but also a
All student body ideas or com
Lets Chuck Taylor!
fj
very effective, Desdemona. It plaints pertaining to intercolle
What rhymes with Moose??
should not go unsaid that when giate athletics may be submitted
| Item Three — Star or "satelite": You'd think Tina Louise would in the last act, Tricia sings a to Glen Davidson.
, nough for any man. But as far as Aldo's concerned, "God's Little death song, along with her ac
ic i" seems to be the Pacific campus. Or could that just be Cen- tual death scene, she captivates
j[ Casting that's been ringing sorority circle?
and arouses in her audience most
vividly a sympathetic attitude
for Desdemona's plight . . .

i;

siness Office Announces Hours

Arrangements for payments or
)P's Business Office is open
8:30-5:00 Monday through calls for mail may be made at
i'ay and from 9-12 noon on these times.
The Business Office does not
irday, Mr. Winterberg has an
close during the noon hour.
ted.

"Have you seen that anthropology major on the
Frosh football squad?"

—CIVIL ENGINEERS—
Ml'///

HITCH YOUR
WAGON
TO A STAR
YOUR FUTURE IS UNLIMITED IN

LOS ANGELES
THE CITY OF THE FUTURE
•e tremendous growth and development of Los Angeles present challenging
1 r,eer opportunities to young engineers, helping to build the fastest-growing
r'i°r city in the nation.
' r<>nge with the Placement Office to talk with our engineering representa1 ,e, who will be on campus

Monday, November 11, 1957
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING

PLAUDITS FOB PLAYERS

Special plaudits should go to
Nyla Marchese, who unfortunate
ly suffered many bad lines
throughout the play — almost to
the point where they began to
sound "hammy" in their reading.
This is not necessarily Nyla's
fault, for many of her lines were
short and "bottomless" in mean
ing. This type of line is some
times the hardest to act, and
often an actor or actress can
ruin many a scene if they are
not able to overcome this diffi
culty. It was not until the clos
ing act that Nyla was given an
opportunity to display her real
acting ability. When she exposes
Iago, her husband, as a villain
of evil deeds, she evokes emo
tions that grip the hearts of the
most cynical critic . . . Nyla will
probably prove, as time goes on,
to be one of Pacific's most talent
ed actresses.
The other supporting actors,
with the exception of Arlen Digitale, and Buck Townsend, show
through their failure to master
the rhythm o f Shakespeare's
verse, that this is not an easy
play to act. An example of this is
Jim Anderson's role of Barbantio, Desdemona's father. This is
a small, but a very potent role.
Although Anderson is more than
adequate, he seems to lack the
necessary forcefulness, a n g e r ,
and disappointment t h a t o n e
would expect of a father who was
losing his daughter to a man like
Othello.
DeMarcus Brown, director,
should not go unthanked for his
part in this overall excellent pro
duction! As usual, he proves him
self the "necessary link," for
good theatre here at Pacific. Also
some mention should go to S. R.
Beckler, for composing the neces
sary "mood" music for this pro
duction.
Othello has two more perform
_ tonight, and tomorrow
night at 8:30 p.m. If you have
not gone yet — make it a point
to do so. You can be assured of
an evening well spent.

By BILL EMBRY

Although the witches have
parked their brooms and the mon
ster from the black lagoon has
slipped back into the slimy water,
there are still some pretty
"weird" happenings taking place
around the KCVN studios. Some
thing a little on the weird side
is a program entitled "Smitty
Sez."
"Smitty," who in reality is Leroy Smith, c r e a k s h i s w a y
through a full hour of music,
news, and interviews each Mon
day afternoon at 4:00. The show
is broadcast "live" each week
from a different place or living
group, with the theme of the
show being built around it. Hey,
Smitty, how 'bout doing a show
from the Business Office and
use "Money Honey" or "Your
cash ain't nothin' but Trash" for
a theme? Well . . just a thought,
anyway.
Leroy, who hails from the
Green Mountains of Vermont, is
a senior majoring i n history.
Then how come he's in radio?
You know, I've asked myself the
same question!
Smitty is also in charge of
KCVN's continuity department,
which is no job for a "fluffer;"
and Leroy proves it by spending
a lot of time at it and doing a
"bang-up" job.
OK, Smitty, we'll all be listen
ing come Monday at 4:00 to find
out just what "Smitty Sez."
. . That's 660 on your dial, of
course.

Lost In The Stacks
By TOM CLOUD

Last week, I attempted to de
fine poetry in relationship to a
more personal, deeper meaning,
and interpretation on the part of
the reader. I was highly pleased
to learn in the course of conver
sations with others around cam
pus that many of our own Pacif
ic students hold a similar outlook
and appreciation on poetry. In
fact, I was surprised to learn
that many of our own students
write poetry!
After much persuasion, I en
ticed one of th£se "earth's fragile
children" to permit me to in
clude in my column one of his
poems. I think it is exceptionally
g o o d considering the a u t h o r
wrote this while he was still a
freshman in high school. The
poem is entitled: "So Proudly We
Hail," and its poet is Rex Estes,
a graduate transfer student from
Brigham Young University, Utah.
He was inspired to write this
during the Korean War . . .
"So proudly we hail"
is easy to say,
But the men we hail
with their lives must pay;
While they fight
we cheer so strong,
But after it's o'er
the glory is gone.
We soon forget
the men that -died
and the many wives
that wept and cried
'Til once again
the war is here,
Then, again, wives
shed many a tear.
All this fighting
and blood for what?
A country on a map —
no bigger 'en a dot.
So once again we shout,
We yell
these famous words:
"So proudly we hail!"
Rex Estes is a person of many
moods and many talents. He has
written a considerable amount of
meditative poetry, along with a
few short stories which he terms
"an attempt for further expres
sion." In this particular poem,
Rex explains its concept as that
of a youth (himself) just becom
ing aware of the world — just
beginning to learn that there is
more to life than just a rigid
line between good and evil in
people. Rex Estes is a math,
physics, and education major,
and, like many students, he has a
deep-rooted interest in literature.
This leads me to wonder why
Pacific Weekly should not have
a "Poet's Corner." I can think of
no reason why this is not possi
ble. Of course, this is entirely up
to the people,who write poetry,
and who are willing to submit it
for publication. If you are one of
these persons, why not stop by
the Pacific Weekly — put your
poems in the circulation box out
side the office door — address
them to me. I promise you that
I will read them with enthusiasm
and a sincere interest,

CONTACT US
FOR

ances

YOU R

FLOWER

NEEDS

The Avenue Flower Shop
2365 PACIFIC AVE.

HO 6-4171
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ZETA PHI PLANS
FOR "RUSHING"

South Hall Welcon
New Housemothe

Mrs. Lula Hancock from 1
Rush functions start at Zeta is taking Mrs. Colburn's plac
Phi with their Black Tea this South Hall's new housemol
evening, November 1, from 7 to Before taking this position,
worked in an office, dea
8 p.m.
largely with young people,
Following the initial event, has one son who is a docto:
there will be a breakfast on No Columbus, Ohio.
vember 3 from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
A f a s h i o n show featui
A coke date on November 5 will clothes from the Brown He
Julie-Bob
Gail-Roland
Manhattan Moods' complete
the rush week.
was shown last Thursday ni
Friends of Bob Roth will be
The engagement of Gail Kra-1 T V\ DanCP ThpftlP
,xv* *
interested to hear of his recent mer to Roland Nance was anThe Pajama Dance brought out in South Hall's rec room to
engagement to Julie Portman of nounced recently at a gathering
girls from South and West H:
Members of Tau Kappa Kappa a full house on October 26.
be hostesses for "ManhatBurbank, California.
Modeling were Sue Steinko, J
of friends and relatives at Gail's
Harder, Diana Reinert, and C:
Bob is a business fhajor here on home in Oakland. It was a sur- tan Moods," a dance to be given
lyn Henderson from South E
campus. He claims Hebron, Ilii prise announcement' under the on November 15 at the Stockton
~pretense
4
„ r a_ i_;
xi_ j
j...
on/I Country Club.
K Dancing
Golf and
and a model from the Brc
of
birthday
party.
nois as his hometown.
will
be
from
9-12
to
music
House. Many new and chic f;
The engagement was an-1 —
— the
— --Julie, a sociology major, at
ion ideas were presented to
J'rnmy
tends Glendale College in Glen ounced on campus last
31. Sunday
C^UllUCtJ'
" Limbaugh.
— Cocktail or
The Asiatic flu is going to be girls ranging from sports clot
essy dresses
n
.
«
*_.•
j_
dressv
be the
the wo
wonight
to
a
small
group
of
friends
dresses will
will be
dale, California.
I men's wear, while the men don the theme for the Halloween to billowing formals.
The couple plans to be married in Gail's room.
party the girls of South Hall are
suits
The big attraction of the ev
next summer.
Gail, an education major, is a
giving tomorrow night from 8:30 ing was the drawing where
Invitations
to
this
dance
will
be
senior at COP. Roland studied at
to 11:30 in their rec room. The raccoon coat was won by Vi
COP last year and
presently in distributed after rushing because
cuiu is pieaemiy
JEAN-ALAN
distinguished guests o f honor Llanes of South Hall. Seve
his first year of medical school | Pan"hellenic rulings,
are to be the residents of Quon pairs of nylons were also gi\
The traditional passing of the at the University of California at
set "C".
candle and a poem read by Mrs. Berkeley. He is studying to be a
away. Following the event,
Conner, Epsilon Lambda Sigma's doctor.
The decorations will include freshments were served.
housemother, revealed the pin
flu germs, "Peanut" c a r t o o n s ,
The wedding date for the
ning of Jean Reid and Alan John
and COP's first satellite — a huge be served. The dress is sport;
couple
is
tentatively
set
for
June.
son last week at dress dinner.
Tiger pill. There will be dancing
Attendance at the party is
By LINDA McKINNON
Jean, a sophomore education
to records and refreshments will invitation only.
major, is a member of the Rally
An old - fashioned Hallowe'en
Committee and Ski Club. Her
party will be held tonight upstairs
home is in Orlnda.
T3_„ tt „ .
...
|in the gym from 8:30 p.m. until
The Pan-Hellenic sororities on 12:00
.
The
Alan, a member of Omega Phi
Alpha, is a pre-med major, and midstCaoTPtUhStare agam I1" H sP°»sored by the Anderson "Y"
activ" Center and a "Y» card or 25 cents
is a member of the golf team.
ity—rushine
"
tt.„^
7."
f. ...
,1will be the admission charge. Neil
F°r_^e_.b,eneflt.°f ^°Se
.
Stafford is the general chair
SAN JOSE INVITES
are not familiar with COP's Pan- man.
P A C I F I C I T E S T O D A N C E Hellenic sorority rushing proce
Games, refreshments, dancing
A dance sponsored by the jun dure, it is necessary to define and just plain fun will be includ
Dear Addy,
Priscilla Prun
several
of
the
traditions
used.
ior class of San Jose State and
I've
never learned the words
ed
in
the
evening's
entertainment.
Dear Priscilla Prune, •
Silence," which began at 5
open to students from COP will
ge
SchIegal
Midge
Schlegal and
and Maynard
Maynard to "Pacific Hail." I wonder if
Tennis shoes are rather
be held after the San Jose State- p.m. on October 28 and ends at Bostwick
4:15
p.m.
on
November
8
is
a
co-chairmen
of
games you can help me by putting it in r a g e . I t h i n k t h e w h o l e d
Pacific game on November 9,
and c anc ng
your column so that I may learn
started when the girls from
Gerry Reith, junior class secre period during which those affili-1 , ' ' ' have planned lots of it.
ated with
with Pan-Hellenic
Pan-Hellpnio sororities 1.traditional" Hallowe'en tricks and
ated
rority circle had to make th
tary and chairman of the dance,
Ella Fitzgerald
may just exchange "hellos" with
. TheY include apple dunk
long journey around t h e ni
has announced.
4
-t, ~ ~ „
ejsi-t •
,
infr
hitin
cr
U
mdrdimenour
^PP
rs
ing, biting a marshmallow off a
dorm. They kept w e a r i n g i
Dear Ella,
The affair, which is being held those unaffiliated. Silence gives string, relay races, mixer dances
the
women
who
rush
wumcii
wnu
rwsxi
an
opport
heir regular shoes. T h e id
in order that San Jose State and
I
do
not
know
the
words,
but
and many others.
COP students can get better ac tunity to make an impartial dethis is the way I heard "Pacific caught on, and, by George,
To
complete
the
list
of
chair
quainted, will feature the music cision concerning sororities with
looks great.
Hail" at the home games:
«v.UUu is
« in
m charge
vuaigc
possible imiuence
influence ox
of aililiaaffilia- men, Virginia Gordon
of the Chett Caldera Combo. It out puoaiuitr
Hm m m m da da daa, do da da
of the cider and doughnuts dewill be held in the Women's Gym ted women. It is extremely neces- artme
la la doo doo high
Ad-libs
and Sharon Kaiser is
sary
that
all
women
on
campus
P
^t
on campus from 10:00 P.M. until
Hm
m
m
m
doo
do
da
the
sky
L.,
i
_
I
firPfl
11
]71tlCf
Fho
J
It's rushing time again,
organizing
the
decorations,
which
1 P.M., with an admission charge abide by this rule.
Hm m m m la la doo doo
"can
tell by all the bags under
will
transform
the
room
into
a
The
first
rush
function
for
the
of 50c per person or 75c per
not fail
girls' eyes . . . Pacific The
night
Pan-Hellenic sororities — Epsi-i Hallowe'en
.
° with haystacks,
-->•
couple.
Long may Hm m m m m da
production of "Othello" is an
Ion Lambda Sigma, Tau Kappa PumPkins and a scarecrow
da lolo da la song
Snnr
1
standing one. If you haven't
Sound
like
fun?
Come
join
Kappa, and Alpa Theta Tau —"
°
West And North Halls was the opening reception, or the party — everyone is invited. Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
ready seen it, get your ticl
for this week-end . . . When
Schedule Exchange
Black Tea, held on October 31 The latch will be out at 8:30
football team leaves, sometl
from 7 to 9:15 p.m. The invita TONIGHT!
Dear Addy,
West Hall and North Hall are tional Coke Dates take place to
happens to this campus: nothi
starting something new. They do morrow afternoon from 2:00 un
Could you please tell me about
. We hear that Omega Ph
E
x
c
h
a
n
g
e
R
a
l
l
i
e
s
P
l
a
n
n
e
d
not want to be out of all these til 4:15 p.m. The final functions,
the procedure for sorority pref again going to have a swings
By
S
a
n
J
o
s
e
A
n
d
P
a
c
i
f
i
c
marvelous social happenings on the informal dinners, will be held
erence day? What do we do when singing "Four-fifths" which •
campus, so they are having an ex on individual nights.
Before
the
nigius. Tau
lau «.appa
athletic exchange on we pick up our bids? What hap consist of John Sylvester, Br
Kappa |
c h a n g e . T h e p l a c e i s N o r t h Kappa will hold their dinner on the footba11 field, the student pens anyway?
Gledhill, Don Landeck, and I
Hall's attic. The time is Satur the evening of November 5; Al- b°dies ol San Jose state and COP
Rosie Rushee
Baldwin. This is good news .
day night at 8:30 P.M. Sports pha Theta Tau, November 6; and w'd have their own exchange in
Epsilons and their dates hac
Dear R. R.,
dress will prevail. Refreshments Epsilon Lambda, November' 7.
the form of rallies. San Jose
rather nice hunting party in Cc
At 4:15 on Friday afternoon
will be served, and there will be
Preference Day, when the sends their song and yell leaders
this last week-end . .
all sorts of entertainment. Ernie new pledges of each house are re- here on Thursday- evening, No- November 8 the girls pick up ing
may
have been a dead week-e
Roberson is in charge, so if any
vealed, is scheduled for Friday, vember 7, at 7:30, for our rally in their invitations to the sororities but Alpha Thete solved the pr
one has any questions, ask him. November 8.
in
Dean
Davis'
office.
They
then
' the conservatory.
lem b y entertaining g u e s
go over to their sorority for an
eVenIng W6 retUrn open house in honor of the new around their fireplace . . . 1
sending our yell and
Leadership Conference w a s
song leaders to San Jose. This is pledges. Refreshments are serv huge success. Lots of proble:
The Latest Style Cuts
their homecoming weekend; their ed, and the boys are invited to at were brought up — no solutio
rally will be around a bonfire at tend. It's really a good time for but lots of problems . . . Af
BY^R,PAT,MR. PERRY, OR MR. WALTER
approximately 7:30. Then of everyone!
the disappointing outcome of 1;
course the big game is in San
week's game, we'll all have to £
1096 STUDENT
Jose at 8:00 Saturday evening!
DISCOUNT
~
Dear Addy,
behind the team one hundr
Why is everyone wearing ten percent for the San Jose gar
•
| Newman Club Attends nis shoes? I must admit they . . . Has anybody seen the Hon
FOR APPOINTMENT PHONE
coming Banner?? . . . Alp
To Conference Plans look sharp, but everyone laughed Thete
is starting a new Mond;
HO 6-7555
at me when I wore my army
night tradition by crowning
The second First Friday mass boots the other day.
"Queen for a Day." We hear ii
was held in the Anderson Y at
•
7:00 a.m. this morning. This Sat the day. We hope to have a large really awfully exciting. Pa
owe r I eve
urday we plan to attend a lead turnout.
Queens include Barbara Near:
ership conference which will take
and Micky Babb . . .Zeta PI
Next Tuesday, November 5, at
place at San Jose State College.
and AKL are having to blaze
our regular meeting, Father DaThe conference will commence
new path to campus these da;
mian will continue his talk on the
M f l i n n f Hnnfar
with morning mass and will be
. . . Archania had a nice sere:
followed by breakfast and many Bible. This week he entitles his ade Sunday night . . . And M
lecture, "How was the Bible pre
interesting panels throughout served?"
close wishing you the best i
luck on all the mid-terms.

Party With Quonset 0
Set By South Hall

Spook Party Planned
For Gym Tonight

Silence Begins

flDALINE'S RISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES

Lhe^iSt^

Dunlap's Beauty Salon
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FRATERNITY NEWS
All t h r e e fraternities have
banned house activities for the
_ext few weeks. Among the
"vents are house exchanges and
'he production of a movie.

noon in order that the Archites
could become acquainted with the
sorority rushees. Every semester
Archania sponsors this event,
which is climaxed by the selec
tion of their Belle of Archania
from among the sorority pledges.
On November 8, which is "so
rority preference day, Archania
will announce their Belle at the
semi-annual Belle ceremony.

Marketing Association
Will Have SpeakerSubject: Brainstorming
Donald C. Mitchell, Associate
Director of the Creative Educa
tion Foundation in Buffalo, New
York, and an instructor in "crea
tive thinking" at the University
of Buffalo, will be the featured
speaker at the November 5 meet
ing of the American Marketing
Association for Students. His
subject will be "Ways to Make
Yourself More Creative" or "How
to Think Up New Ideas." The
meeting will be upstairs in An
derson Y and will begin at 7:30
p.m.

'(MEGA PHI ALPHA
For the past six weeks Omega
rjj 'hi has been in the process of
H producing their first western
ilm which is entitled "Tight
jiuds at the O.K. Corral." The
vestern satire is being produced ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
^nd directed by Omega Phi mem
AKL had a good turnout for
ber Roger Moreau, and he is be- their "Chuckwagon Breakfast"
yig assisted by Gary Robinson.
last Saturday, with over 150 per
c Leading the cast will be John sons taking part. President Larry
Sylvester, A1 Farnum, and Hank Boyd stated that over $75 was
jVegener. This Sunday the Omega taken in and will be put in their
>hi cast will go to Placerville building fund.
irhere they will complete the
An annual exchange with Delta
"Brainstorming" will be the
aiming. Already completed are Sigma Chi, a San Jose fraternity,
main device used by Mr. Mitchell
he filming of the robbery and has been set for November 9, the
in the discussion. Its purpose is
jarroom scenes.
day of the San Jose game. This
^ President Don Smith stated, "I year, it is AKL's turn to charter to stimulate the imagination by
sudden questions, to show a
,iope the students enjoy our in- a bus to San Jose.
group that by the use of certain
,erpretation of a western movie
On November 13, AKL has an
techniques,
devices, and attitudes
s much as we have enjoyed pro- exchange planned with Tau Kap
everyone can develop the creative
Jucing it. The film should be pa.
potentiality lying within them.
ompleted in a few weeks and
possibly will be shown to the
Mr. Mitchell previously spent
Forum Arts Credit will be
tudent body before Christmas given for the following:
three years with the A. C. Neilsen Market Research in Chicago
.acation.
Nov. 5—Chapel and
followed
by a year as assistant
Omega Phi has also filmed a
Newman Club
to the Executive Vice President
'.ewsreel on the Homecoming PaNov. 1, 2—Othello
in charge of sales for the Ameri
ade, sorority rushing, and other
Nov. 6—Pres. Convocation
can Coating Mills, also in Chica
ampus activities a n d n e w s ,
Nov. 7—Studio Theater
go. For three years he owned the
rhese also will be shown along
"Ghosts"
Knotty Pine Furniture business
vith the western satire.
in Colorado. He is a graduate of
LRCHANIA
Duke University and received his
Archania had their semi-annual
M.B.A. at the Harvard School of
,5elle coke date yesterday after
Business.

Page Fire

IN THE SPOTLIGHT-KHOLEHS
Organized in the Spring of
1949, Knolens is an outgrowth of
an honorary society, sponsored
by the Associated Women Stu
dents here at Pacific. The name
"Knolens," was chosen in honor
of Mrs. Tully C. Knoles, wife of
the Chancellor, as a tribute to
her services to the college.
The original organization set
the maximum membership at ten
girls. Girls are selected during
their junior year on the basis of
activities, leadership, and scho
lastic standing, with the mini
mum grade point requirement be
ing 2.7. It is not necessary for
one to enter COP as a Freshman
to later become a Knolen. Trans
fer students are also eligible.

sweaters worn with a white bla
zer.
x

G r o u p activities include the
sale of orange "tiger" bows dur
ing orientation, date books, which
are now on sale In the book
store, student directories s o l d
prior to Christmas vacation, and
other community service projects
during the holiday season. The
girls also usher at the June grad
uation and the President's Re
ception.

Senior members o f Knolens
this year include Connie Doyle,
Marcia McMullen, Patty Orton,
Muff McGrouther, Pat Zumwalt,
Meredith Hinze, Judy McMillin,
Pat Pagel, Pam Morey and Peg
Weaver. Serving as advisers are
The general purpose of Kno C a t h e r i n e P . D a v i s , a n d M r s .
lens is to strengthen the qualifi Robert Burns. Mrs. Tully C.
cations and requirements to Knoles is the honorary advisor.
someday become affiliated with
Mortarboard, national senior wo
Panel To Discuss
men's honorary society.
%

The selection, or tapping, of
Knolens takes place during the
AWS Spring Banquet. Outgoing
members of Knolens form a line
and weave in and out through the
AWS girls and as a new member
is "tapped," she is presented with
a red rose.
A Knolen may be recognized by
her navy blue skirt, white blouse,
and a red rose on her lapel. In
the very near future, the girls
will be adopting new uniforms
consisting of navy skirts and

Key Campus Problems

A p a n e l discussion centered
around the key problems of col
lege life will be held, under the
sponsorship of Chi Rho, in An
derson Social Hall, November 20,
from 7:30 to 9:00 P.M.
Tony Fadely, president of Chi
Rho, encourages every student
to attend this panel discussion; it
is important that each student
has the opportunity to voice his
opinion concerning the problems
confronting college students.

Introducing
1957-58 K*M COLLEGIATE BOARD

WOW!
Seated (L to R): Barbara Pollitt, Lynne Waterman, Carolyn Martin,
Janet Barron, Susie Harper.
Standing (L to R): Phyllis Herbert, Brenda Browning, Roberta Ching,
Kathy Morrison.

Blue kid
one button Pump
$11.95

T-Strap Demi-Shell
Black kid and red kid
$10.95

Black patent
and white buck
Saddle Tie Oxford
$11.95

BEARCATS BLAST BENGALS 7-2

KNOW YOUR TIGERS

More Than A Game
By PAUL KAUFMAN

Tigers Tip San Jose

In a roughly played water polo
game
(80 fouls, 50 personal, 30
When Eddie Mathews clutched
By JACK MARDEN
The College of the Pacific
a baseball swatted by Bill Skow- technical, while the average num
footballers got their first taste
ron for the last put-out of the ber of calls is 25!) the COP
of defeat Saturday in Cincinnati
World Series, many a Milwaukee splashers edged the San Jose
as the Bearcats stopped the pre
fan sighed in relief, because to State Spartans 9-8.
viously unbeaten Bengals 7-2.
Ed Hinshaw opened the scoring
them it was more than a game.
It might have been a different
The same thing happened in for Pacific, but San Jose came
story, however. If the Tigers did
Philadelphia when Monty Stickles back for a 2-1 lead. Big John Fe
not have to play buried in the
kicked the field goal that beat lix took over with two quick
mud, flurries of snow, and occa
Army for Notre Dame. To the goals and the score stood 3-2 in
sional drizzling rain. This was
kids
from Indiana's plains and favor of Pacific.
exactly what the Tigers did not
The second quarter opened
the
boys
from the Hudson's lofty
want, because Jack Larscheid and
bank, this was more than just a with Don Smith throwing in a
Tom Greene, two of the Bengals
skip shot giving the Tigers a two
football game.
best runners, were suffering
For Army it was a kind of point advantage. San Jose and
from Injuries. Tom Flores was
cr u s a d e ; f o r N o t r e D a m e i t w a s John Felix exchanged two goals
CHUCK FILICE
expected to throw a great deal,
the cup that clears today of past making the score 6-4.
to his glue-fingered ends.
TIGER TROTTERS
Frank "Chuck" Felice is a 21 regrets and future fears. For
In the second half the Spartans'
BENGALS OPEN SCORING
year old senior quarterback from Red Blaik it was the bitterest McCandless scored, then prompt
COP opened the scoring in the SPORT 4-1 RECORD
Santa Cruz, California. During frustration; for Terry Brennan, ly fouled out. The Tigers' Felix
first period as Tom Flores lofted
Pacific's cross country team his high school days at Santa r e t r i b u t i o n f o r y e s t e f d a y a n d scored again on a backhand and
a punt to the Cincy seven yard
l i n e . S h o r t l y a f t e r , S h e r m a n (Jack Marden, Charley Curtis, Cruz High School, Chuck was a hope for tomorrow.
a penalty shot to make it a 3
White, the Bengal tackle, broke Jack Bruener, Jerry Gleason and good all-around athlete, gaining
point lead 8-5. The Spartans
through to block a second down Jim Lynn) sports an impressive varsity letters in football, base SPORTS HAVE MEANING
fought back again to tie the score i
T o s o m e , f o o t b a l l i s j u s t a but Felix put the game awayl
punt by Cincy's Larry Devin- record of four wins and one loss ball, and basketball. In his senior
cents. The blocked punt rolled San Francisco State (twice) year he won all-league honors in game to be played by little boys, with a beautiful sweep shot which j
b u t t h e r e i s e v i d e n c e t h a t n o t completely surprised the San
out of the end zone for an auto Santa Clara Youth Center and football and baseball.
U p o n g r a d u a t i o n h e e n t e r e d only football, but sports in gen Jose goalie, making the final i
matic safety and Pacific led 2-0. the Olympic Club have met defeat
Mich Yamamoto was originally in contests with the Trotting Ti Hartnell JC where he continued eral, can have a meaning and a score 9-8 with Pacific on top.
credited by the press as making gers, while Sacramento State to build his athletic reputation. value.
High scorer for the Tigers was
While playing halfback on the
the block, but later it was learned claims the lone victory.
In the last days of Doc Blan- John Felix with seven, which
The team's record breakers are Hartnell football team he won chard and Glenn Davis at West
that White had broken through.
Until the second half the Ben Jack Marden and Charley Curtis. the M.V.P. award, as well as all- Point, a visit was made to Los brought his season's total to 36 :
gals held the Bearcat offense to Jack has smashed six AAV Rec conference honors as a baseball Angeles to see the team that in six games. The high point man
for San Jose was Pete Veberroth
a standstill as they were not able ords and Charley claims five to player.
would play Army in the Rose
After receiving his A.A. de Bowl, for it had been decided at with five tallies.
to move at all. The Tigers worked his credit.
well in the first half on offense, Bruener and Curtis competed gree at Hartnell JC, Chuck was the Academy that if an invitation
too, as they moved to the Cincy in a three-way meet recently in awarded an athletic scholarship were received it would be ac
18 before being stopped and then San Francisco. Bruener was the to Pacific. When the Tigers found cepted. However, d u ri n g the
pacer with a 2:12 half mile, and themselves short of quarterbacks
again went to the 21.
week before UCLA beat South
The second half was a differ h i s r u n n i n g - m a t e , C u r t i s , t o o k Chuck was the man called on to ern Calif, for the right to repre
over
the
lead
and
won,
setting
a
ent story, however, as the Bear
fill the job. This is his second sent the Pacific Coast, a compact
cats pushed COP around but new record of 7:02 flat for a one year as a quarterback, and he
was arranged with the Western
could come up with only one and a half mile codrse.
has been a handy man for the C o n f e r e n c e , a n d A r m y w a s
touchdown. During one drive they Marden took a journey up Myersmen to have around. He is
advanced from their own five north to Areata where he pro also the starting second baseman passed up in favor of Illinois, the EDITORS
STEVIE CHASE,
SOWASH I
Big Ten delegate. All right, then,
yard line to the Bengal 25, a 70 ceeded t o break the Western on the baseball team.
REPORTERS
how
about
the
team
that
was
not
yard march, before losing the Hemisphere Record for 2 5 kilo
Chuck is a physical education
Bass, Norm Bass, Dick Bateson, Daye s
ball.
(15 miles, 960 yards) in one hour, major with ambitions of coach going to play Blanchard and Da Dick
Davis, Bill Embry, Gary Kaufman, Paul Kauf- vis?
The winning touchdown came
minutes and 35 seconds. The ing after graduation.
man, Ola
Murchesor* Ernest Roberson, Ed t
The UCLA quarterback was a Schwartz, Sid Smith, Henry Wallace.
on a 75 yard drive early in the nearest competitor was trailing
Californian who had been a pilot
second half as the Bearcats took Marden by about three-fourths
SHORT SHOTS
during World War II. But after happened to draw the long straws,
the kickoff and rambled 75 yards mile while the third place finish
action in North Africa he had and the chances were that they
for the TD. It was climaxed with er was trailing by nearly two
FOOTBALL
been shot down in the battle of would draw the short one tomor
a speedy Barry Maroney, the Cin- miles.
Our team has a sneaky pass Sicily and both legs were smash
row.
defender, a rugged guard from ed up. He was captured and as a
Getting shot down was an- •
Salinas with a rather receding prisoner of war was moved up
hair line, who likes to blind the the Italian Boot ahead of the ad other defeat, of course. Then as?
opposing quarterback with the vancing allies. Escaping, he some a prisoner the boy heard nothing:
glare from his "chrome dome." how made his way on shattered f r o m h i s c a p t o r s s a v e t a l e s o f t
When the football team's big legs over two or three hundred more and greater Axis conquests.
trip of the year was coming up miles of mountain country to It was no good telling himself 1
give ajeallgggod gift...
that his captors were lying.
most of the players got excited reach the American lines.
Caged and crippled, he had ceased;
and anxious, but not "Gramps,"
Now the war was over, and he to believe in the possibility ofjt
John William; he was still pack
WORLD'S GREATEST LIGHTER
was back in college, older than victory.
ing his suitcase as the buses
I
most college students and with
rolled away.
That was why he had to get!
more and bitter memories; y e t
away.
It was a need greater than;
BASKETBALL:
he was playing football.
is.
hunger
that forced him to dragt
The big needle took its toll on
Considering all he had been
COP's rugged hoopsters. Never through, how could he possibly himself to safety through al
since World War II has anyone be interested in children's games? those miles of enemy terrain.
"When I got back," the boyl,
heard more moans and groans
said, "I needed more help than;
than last Monday when the play PILOT TELLS STORY
ers got their flu shots.
The question was put to him the doctors could give me. I had;
Dave Klurman also tried every in the office of Bert Labrucherie, to win again. I had to have proof!
trick he knew to get out of a then UCLA's head coach, with that success was possible and
shot for a pulled muscle, but in several members of the/coaching that I could be part of it and;
stead he ended up getting a staff seated at a long table. As know what it felt like."
"Football," the kid said, "is?
series
of three.
the young man talked, these
YOUR CHOICE ONLY
Big LeRoy Wright is quite fa coaches sat transfixed and speech terribly important to me. I had:
mous since he became the first less, spellbound and more than to have football. I still have to
RONSON TRIUMPH
RONSON PRINCESS
COP student to see Sputnik. Of a little awed by his simple elo have it."
Handsome gift with new
course he is the only guy in quence.
She'll treasure this com
TRUTHS NEVER
swivel base . . . just flip it
pact lighter, the gift she's ,
school
who has a built-in observa
As a schoolboy, the quarter DREAMED OF
*and fill itl Classic winged
always wanted! Bright fin- |
tory. LeRoy's only complaint is back said, football had come easy
lion engraved design.
ish, beautifully engraved
He stopped talking, and non-J
He'll love Itl
that he has to wear a red blinker to him and he had played on a
design; swivel base.
of the coaches moved. They satl
on his head when he goes out at good team and got used to win
See Our Selection of RONSON Lighter*,
staring at him, with a respect]
night.
ning. He guessed he must have that bordered on reverence. Foul
from $3.95 to $200
It is rumored that Maurice been a pretty cocky kid when, as
years they had been making
Jones carries his arm in a sling a college freshman, he enlisted.
speeches to football players;
before practice. He says it im
After that it was nothing but
proves his shooting by two hun defeat. In the early days of the steaming them up, laying on thai
malarkey about leadership ancl
dredths of a percentage point.
North African Invasion, our air spirit a n d t h e will t o w i n . N o w a t
The basketball team also has army was terribly outnumbered.
a gymnast. Paul Kaufman is the Taking a fearful licking every- player was telling them truths!
2043 PACIFIC AVENUE
HO 2-2443
they never had dreamed.
only person in school who does time they went up, our kids came
Sometimes it really is morel
a swan dive from the high bar.
to realize that those who came than a game. Wonder what ever|
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR RONSON LIGHTERS
(Continued on Page 7)
back were only the ones who had happened to that quarterback?
cy halfback, scooting around left
end 17 yards to climax a 13 play
drive headed by Joe Morrison,
the Cincy quarterback.
WHITE LONE INJURY
T h e Bengals' Sherman White
was the lone injury for the Tigers as he tried to block his sec
ond punt of the day; he suffered
a badly lacerated forehead, but
the medics believe he will be able
to play against Marquette.
T h e w i n for the Bearcats
evens the short series between
the two intersectional rivals a
three victories apiece.

Be GOOD to EACH OTHER...

,\

/

BQRELLI Jewelers

By GARY KAUFMAN

Poge Sevan
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BENGAL BANNER
By BATESON

COP Expected To
Mash Marquette

Across our entire nation, the game of football still reigns
jx>puiar as the T-Bone steak, Ivy-League buckles, "Zip guns" on the
By BOB NIELEBECK
Bowery, Alfred Hitchcock, Christmas vacations in Miami, Gordon
Hathaway, outdoor concerts in Montreal, catfish in Mississippi's
From the results of last week
finest restaurants, burlesque at Lido's in France, filter tip cigar end's games, plus the new pres
ettes and Charlie Brown. People are watching the game more
sures exerted from the weaker
intently than Philadelphians in Rittenhouse Square watch for
ballclubs,
it looks as if each and
nonchalantly flying pigeons overhead.
I n A t l a n t a , Georgians are*
every team will have their hands
moaning over the ill luck of their moto are sporting black eyes full of opposition this coming
"ramblin' Wrecks" this season, which they received in the Cincy weekend.
while the inhabitants of Hatties- encounter, while Tom Green is
The only possible exception to
burg are waiting until their Mis displaying two of the same. Tom's
this
previous statement will take
s i s s i p p i S o u t h e r n T e a m o n c e may have been caused by a bro
again proves itself to be one of ken nose. When asked if this was place in the game between the
the nation's most proficient of true, Green said: "maybe it is UCLA Bruins and the California
t h e "giant killers." Indiana, broken, but about now I don't Bears. Despite a humiliating loss
meanwhile, is still looking for care, 'cause it surely won't be at the hands of the Rose Bowlconfident Stanford Indians last
excuses while reminding their the first time, that's for sure."
Saturday, and the fact that their
supporters of the "good old days" He is a reckless Rhizite . . . Chi'
northern brothers have a wellwhen Phios, Gedman, Jagade, and cinnati was found to be clipping
put-together defense, the Bruins
Hoernschemeyer made the Hoos- quite frequently. Bill Striegel
are just too well balanced in
iers the terror of the Big Ten. In still has a sore back .-. .The
over-all strength. Adding the fact
Stockton, COP once again proves COP players are unconsciously
that the game is being played in
to be one of the strongest inde giving their team their own lit
L.A. We pick UCLA to win by
pendents in the U.S. while they t l e m o n i k e r . " C o m e o n B i g
14 points.
find that inclement weather can White" and "Fight you Big
be a much tougher obstacle than White team" can be heard among STANFORD UNDERDOG
A close and exciting game is
, opposing teams.
the yells from the bench, not in
Yes, football is as original to frequently. BIG WHITE. That expected between the Oregon
; America as spaghetti to Italy, does not sound band at all, to us Ducks and the Stanford Indians
plaid to Scotland, Sputnik to the . . . The University of Cincinnati at Stanford. Oregon defeated Cal,
Soviet, and flu to Asia. Along h a d a l a r g e t u r n o u t f o r t h e i r 24-6 last Saturday, and Stanford
with such notables as the Ameri homecoming game, considering dumped a highly rated UCLA,
can Indian, the proverbial foot- the inclement weather . . . Ola 20-6. Using the statistics con
long hotdog and Marilyn Monroe, Murchison comes from a family cerning both of the Rose Bowl
contenders, we pick Oregon to
it is esteemed by Yanks as some of nine.
thing which is their very own
As we have mentioned previ win by 6 points.
The closest game of the week
and always will be. It is truly ously, the exceptionally fine per
an American game, this game formance of the Bengal sopho will be between Washington
State and Oregon State at Ore-,
of football.
mores indicates that future foot
gon. Oregon State, former PCC
The University of Cincinnati ball fortunes at COP also look
Champions, has lost two straight
football park, Nippert Stadium, very promising indeed. The fol
although Washington State eked
with a capacity of 30,000, is just lowing sophs have been "starters"
out a win over a mediocre Tro
t
h
i
s
season:
Carl
Kammerer,
a mite larger than the Cincy
jan ballclub from the University
Redlegs' baseball stadium. Their Wayne Hawkins, Joe Malpasuto,
o f Southern California, 13 -12.
and
Norman
Bass
.
.
.
Tackle
Bill
Crosley Field holds 29,000 . . .
With seasonal statistics in mind,
Jack Larscheid injured his ankle Striegel and flanker Chuck Chat- we pick Washington State to win
field
were
selected
as
co-captains
once again, but it is hoped that
by a close 1 point.
he will be ready to romp before for the second straight game . . .
Another close game Is predict
his hometown fans in Milwau Mr. and Mrs. Chatfield, by the ed between the aforementioned
kee .. . For the third straight way, accompanied the team on USC and the University of Wash
week, COP's offense has been the mid-western trip, as did many ington. USC nearjy upset bowlopenly hampered by foul weath fans and Stockton Quarterback c o n t e n d e r W a s h i n g t o n S t a t e
er. Since the Tiger offense was Club members, such as Messrs. while the University of Washing
designed primarily for passing Hiller and Warren, to name but ton was badly mauling Oregon
purposes, the Cincinnati weather a few. The team physician, Dr. S t a t e . W a s h i n g t o n i s p l a y i n g
was not at all in harmony with John Blinn, also was present, as host, and for that reason, I pick
the team's objectives. The Bear was the team's trainer, Mel Mo- them to win by 7 points.
cats and Tigers clawed and slip retti and the manager, Mason
ped and slid amongst the thick Hoburg. Dr. Dale and Dr. Cobb BENGALS OVER MARQUETTE
The big game of the week
mud, freezing temperatures, snow tutored the team while on the
flurries and rain for four long trip. Messrs. Grogan, the equip brings the College of the Pacific
quarters. The leather ball proved ment man, Doty, the COP ath against Marquette of Milwaukee
to be as slick as . . . Well, any letic publicity director, and at Milwaukee. There are many
way, it was hard to hold, so they Charles of Charles Travel Ser questions concerning the COP
tell us!!
vice, were also present. Mr. ballclub as to whether they can
The Tiger's only score of the Charles personally arranged and solve the many problems that
Cincinnati game was .attained by directed the entire trip. The have arisen. Can they shake the
Sherman White, the husky right coaching staff, with the exception minor slump that is plaguing
tackle, who broke through the of Sid Hall, the frosh coach, and them? Can they get used to the
middle of the Bearcat line and Ken Cornell, his assistant, were cold weather, and can they put
blocked their punt. The ball de all along. In all, COP had quite a together a starting team that is
flected by "the Sherman Tank," large representation, and we wish not riddled with injuries?
The Tiger offense failed t o
bounded back into the Cincy end we could remember everyone.
As for us, we would like to sign show any power in the snow, and
zone to give COP a 2-0 first half
the snow is a possible threat
lead. White received a deep gash out from Wisconsin to Stockton
again next Saturday. Marquette
and
remind
"you-all"
to
listen
for
in his forehead, moments later,
has lost 13 straight ball games,
when he narrowly missed block COP over the medium of radio.
but has the advantage of being
And
please,
do
us
a
favor?
Pray
ing a second Cincy punt. He was
at home. Even with COP at such
so close, in fact, that the gash for sunny skies . . .
a disadvantage, we pick them to
eame from the Cincinnati kicker's
win by 7 points.
aluminum cleats!

This blocked punt marked only
the second time in four years
that a COP player has turned
this trick. End Ed S o w a s h
blocked a punt earlier this season
against Kansas State. He sliced
and dove over the right side of
the State line to do it. Since he
Is big and also one of the swift
est and quickest of the Bengal
linemen, one can readily realize
why Sowash set this COP prece
dent after four years. Let us hope
for more of the same.
Norman Bass and Mich Yama-

More Short Shots

(Continued from Page 6)
If you hear a "Beep beep" and
something roars past you, don't
worry, for it is probably COP's
roadrunner, Jim Choate. Jim runs
more in one quarter than most
people do in the whole game. Jim
once burned up two pairs of
shoes in an overtime game.
And then there is Don Cockburn who sharpens his knees^ and
elbows in the pencil sharpener
before he goes to practice.

Know Your Tigers
By DICK BASS

3? J.
1'

"Sv.

ROGER METOYER
Roger Metoyer, a senior, is our
Tiger this week. Roger is 21
years old, stands 5' 11", and
weighs 183 pounds. His major is
physical education and he plans
to play professional football af
ter graduation, and then go into
coaching.
Roger hails from Hawthorne,
California, where he went to
high school. There he won four
football and four track letters.
Then Mr. Metoyer entered El
Camino J.C., where he lettered
twice in football and once in
track. In the year of 1955, E1
Camino J.C. went to the Junior
Rose Bowl in Pasadena. In the
same year, "Rog" made Junior
College Ail-American and set and
broke many grid records while he
was attending El Camino J.C.
Roger entered the College of
the Pacific in the spring of 1956,
where he played rugby, and was
an outstanding player. In the fall
of 1956, he was hampered with a
calcium deposit on his right leg.
During the first five games
Roger has been hampered with
an ankle injury, but now he's
ready to finish in championship
form.
So you look for No. 24, that's
the man will give you a thrill.

Meet The Coaches
Fiosh football coach Sid Hall,
is a former grid-star here at the
College of the Pacific. At the
present time this brilliant young
man is beginning his fifth year
i n the coaching field. F o r t h e
past four years Coach Hall has
gained much experience from his
job at Porterville Junior College.
Coach Hall is from Maricopa
and graduated from Maricopa
High School. After having at
tended Bakersfield Junior College
and playing football there, Sid
transferred to COP. He was a
very outstanding guard and line
backer when he was here on Ti
ger squad. In 1950 Sid held the
position of captain of the Ben
gals. That same year Hall re
ceived one of the top football hon
ors for his roll as an outstanding
player/ The award was "The most
valuable player of the year."
At the present time Sid is,
along with coaching the fresh
man, working on his master's de
gree in physical education. He
plans to make a career of teach
ing. To date, his freshman squad
has a record of one and one. To
day they will meet Cal-Poly
JV's in Pacific Memorial Stadium.
Everyone is invited to attend this
game.

ANNEX II IN LEAD
By DAVID DAVIS, JR.
Intramural football rolled
along smoothly last week due to
the fact that everyone recovered
from the flu and the weather was
fair.
The highlight of last week's
games was AKL bouncing back
to defeat Archania 26-13 — after
losing to Annex II 12-0, probably
the strongest team in the league
They are the only undefeated
team left in the league, with only
three games left to play.

SHOW STUDENT BODY CAROS
CO IN AT JUNIOR PRICES!
GREATER

SQUIRE m
MAIN ST. And SAN JOAQUIN *
"OPERATION MAD BALL"
and "TOWN ON TRIAL"

NOW!

STARTS SUNDAY
EKBEP^
*us?*n*e

th*.
Hottest
toVnado

&

that
eveA

hipped
th/iouqh
flu

Picks Of The Week
Marquette 14
Cal 14
Oregon 20
Oregon State 6
Southern Cal 0
San Jose 32
Mich. State 30

COP 27
UCLA 21
Stanford 13
Wash. State 14
Washington 14
Cal Poly 7
Wisconsin 6

New Mex. A&M 0
Ariz. St. 40
Kansas St. 13
Oklahoma 30
Tenn. Tech. 20
Phnttanooea 26

"""Spjiiane's

"MY SUN ,
IS QUICK'
Released thru UNITEO ARTISTS

HAYDEN
ANITA

EKBERG
ANTHONY

STEEL
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SHADES
iOF THE PAST
By STAN DANIEL
If you would come to a fuller
appreciation of the history of our
grand old college and the person
ages who have made it an insti
tution of importance, spend a
spare hour, as I did, delving into
some of the old publications of
the Pacific Weekly which are
available in the Weekly office.
You will find quaintness, en
thusiasm, and humor expressed
in these remnants of the past that
will provide you with an insight
into the Pacific family.
Some of the anecdotes that
transpire from the choice mor
sels of literary comment found in
these early publications of the
Weekly and which relate to mem
bers of Pacific's present faculty
are especially interesting and/or
amusing, and, therefore, deserv
ing of re-publication.
Attending Alpha Kappa lambda's "Chuckwagon Breakfast" The following paragraphs are
The shot above shows the COP Junior Varsity team bulldozii
last Saturday was this group of COP coeds.
excerpts from articles that ap the Fresno J.V.'s 48-0 in a game played last week at COP.
peared in the Pacific Weeklys
bends or the attempts at vocali
of bygone days:
Halloween: Began As playing.
So, Pacificites, think twice be- Oct. 12, 1922: College Quartet zation, it is not know just how
appearing out after sundown Has Busy Season Promised: The true this is.
Saint's Day, Now Big for
Questions
next Halloween, for have you not vacancies left in the College
Nov. 8, 1923: How They Sit In
heard the tale of the houseless Quartet of last year by the los Chapel: HARRIS — With an air 1. Who is called "Beach Ba
Boo-Boo
headsmen who haunt fraternity ing of Kenny and Main have been of meekness and patient resigna by his football teammates?
2. Who is the tallest Tiger fo
circle
in search of their lost char very ably filled by RUSS BOD- tion. Corners of mouth twitch oc
By MARIE BROWN
bailer?
ter?
LEY,
as
second
tenor,
and
John
casionally. When speaker makes 3. What present day great b<
What Is this strange evening
Scott, as bass. Owing to the ill startling or humorous statement,
during which spirits come alive
ness of PETE KNOLES, the boys lets eyes rove to members of the er was recently offered $75,C
and lurk behind every tree, (ac
SENIORS
44
have not been able to get togeth student body for purpose of for his life story?
companied by very mortal-sound
4. In what city will the S
er
for practice, but expect to studying their psychological re
TO
GRADUATE
ing giggles which rather impair
Francisco
Seals baseball te:
begin doing so very soon as Pete action. COLLIVER — Lets glass
the unearthly effect), during
play their games next season?
IN
JANUARY
is
on
the
road
to
recovery.
which little boys and girls be
es reflect light, thus artfully con
5. Who is now ready for a I
Nov. 28, 1922: "Beyond the Hor cealing expression of eyes.
come long dreamed-of dashing pi The following students are on
rates and delicate fairy princess the registrar's list to graduate in izon" Brings Much Praise to Paci March 15, 1923: Four Members basketball season after a ki
fic Players:
D E M A R C U S of Faculty in Latest Who's Who operation this summer?
es, and big boys carry out tricks January of 1958:
6. Who was voted the great
which have been planned since James Achterberg, speech; BROWN as Robert Mayo and Of the 10 San Jose residents
basketball
player of the mode
last year, (thank goodness for Esther Amick, education; Grover Ruth Atkins as Marjorie, the late whose biographies appear In
the extinction of the out-door Bedeau, chemistry; Marino Ber- Robert's wife, were the outstand ' W h o ' s W h o i n A m e r i c a " f o r era?
7. Who received the largi
John)? How did the custom of bano, business administration; ing success of interpretation.
1922-23, four are members of the purse in boxing history?
Halloween ever begin?
Nov.
28,
1922:
"The
Trysting
Marlene Boss, music; John Bos
faculty of the College of the Paci
Our present "trick and treats ton, business administration; Place" is Amusing Comedy: The fic. They are Samuel R. Cook, Answers
emphasis is a mixture of ancient Larry Boyd, speech; Stephanie love scenes between Jessie Briggs, physicist; TULLY C. KNOLES,
1. Stan Burns
Christian and pagan beliefs. The Chase, speech; Ethlyn Clayton, a haughty, clever, young woman college presi dent; Louis S.
2. Bill Fowler
name came from Hallowed Eve, business administration.
a c t e d b y M i s s L O R R A I N E Droeck, biologist; and Robert C.
3. Sugar Ray Robinson
which is the night before All
Kenneth Cornell, psychology; KNOLES, and her fiance, Rupert Root, peace advocate. Dr. HAR
4. Minneapolis
Saints' Day, November 1.
Laura Covey, education; Harley S m i t h , a s h y , p e r s i s t e n t m a n RIS' name has appeared in a pre 5. Leroy Wright
Most of the customs come from Davis, business administration; played by Mr. Bacon, was keenly
6. George Mikan
the pagan Druids, an early Brit Pasquale Digiorno, business ad portrayed. Mrs. Root as Mrs. vious number of "Who's Who."
7. Gene Tunney — $990,445
May
31,
1923:
CAMPUS
ish people. They held a great ministration;
Briggs and Professor COLLIVER
N
OTES:
Professor
JONTE
re
autumn feast about this time, A r l e n D i g i t a l e , s p e e c h ; P h i l  as Mr. Ingoldsby played their
during which all indulged in eat lip Dun way, music; Ray Ed parts in a fine, snappy way; and cently was seen playing horse to
ing all of the types of food har wards, psychology; Theodore Elio- they added much to the amuse the old cart between South and H a y w a r d T o S p e a k Nov. 1
East Hall. In it was seated Pro
vested. They decorated their fes poulos, speech; Vernon Fleck, ment of the play.
T h e c u r r e n t chapel sei
tivities with cornstalks, hay business administration; Annette Jan. 18, 1923: Professor White fessor Root. Professor J o n t e "Challenges to Christianity" :
shocks, pumpkins, and autumn Granger, music; Meridith Hinze, Shows Figures to be Untrue: The claimed that he was doing it for be continued with a presentat
leaves. The feasting probably led business administration.
big attraction of the program exercise, but we wonder just what on the "Challenge of Tranqui
Into the giving away of food in David Hench, business admin that followed was figures: fig the bet was that he lost.
ers" this Tuesday, November
our custom, and the harvest de istration; David Hutchins, chem ures that lied. Professor WHITE
Douglas Hayward, minister
cor was directly held over.
istry; Janice Krahenbuhl, religi proved by several means that one
Hillsdale Methodist Church
MRS.
DALE
Also, the Druids believed that ous education; Roger Kreischer, is equal to two, and also that one
San Mateo*, will be guest speal
this was the night when the spir business administration; Valera is equal to zero. Much credit is
TAKEN
ILL
Junior Bill Neitmann, a phi
its, elves, ghosts, and witches Lyers, English; Robert McDon due to Professor White for dis
Mrs, Alfred Dale, wife of COP ophy major, will act as stud
were released onto the earth to ald, business administration; Lu covering and explaining the fal
do harm to human beings. Thus cille Mass, education; John Mar- lacies in each of the cases that he business professor Dr. Alfred E. leader. The Spurs will serve
c a m e t h e e m p h a s i s o n t h e s e den, physical education; Su has observed where figures lied. Dale, suffered a stroke at her u s h e r s , a n d t h e c h a p e l c h c
home this week and was taken to will sing for the service.
weird creatures, and on the trick zanne Milligan, music.
He also read the minds of several a local hospital. Mrs. Dale has
of the members present by means been active in campus affairs,
## i
of mathematics.
'BUSINESS
having served as president of the
May 17, 1923: Future Astron Anderson Y Board of Trustees,
OPPORTUNITIES'
omers Count Stars at Mount Ham and currently serving as presi
"EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY'
ilton: It is rumored that Profes dent of the Faculty Dames.
For reliable person, man or lady, with
sor Bacon exercised his v o c a l
Dr. Dale has returned from sion and ability to act immediately f
chords at every bend in the road, Milwaukee where he had accom lifetime of assured income. To ser
but as no one counted either the panied the COP team as an in route of cigarette machines establi:
locally for operator. $900 to $1800 i
structor.
investment required, THE RETURN
Graesanto Berbano, zoology;
WHICH IS GUARANTEED IN WRIT
BY US, for you to earn up to $260
[Helen Patterson, English; Charles
month part time. You can net up
[Price, civil engineering; Virginia
$28,000 annually on a full time bReibin, education; Catherine Ri
PICK UP T I C K E T S
We are an established reputable com
ley, education; Charles Speake,
with the finest and oldest name b<
FOR S A N J O S E G A M E
equipment. If you have the cash and
speech; Virginia Sprout, philos
ophy; William Thompson, music;
Students should pick up sincerely interested please write giyour phone number and brief backgrc
Lee Tonner, music; Barrie Wells, their San Jose State game tic for
a local interview a t your convenie
music; Sally Ann Wilson, home kets beginning next Monday at
economics; Takashi Theodore Yo- the Athletic Dept. Deadline is
L&M
nada, physical education; Frank Thursday at 4:30. (Nov. 7)
Distributors,
Inc.
Yorke, music; Jeannine Young, Bring student body card.
6513
CEDAR AVE. SO.
education.
MINNEAPOLIS 23, MINNESTOA

SPORTS QUIZ

KNOLENS IATEI00K
OK SALE
25"

